Is There a Metabolic Program in the Skeletal Muscle of Obese Individuals?
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Severe obesity (BMI ≥ 40 kg/m²) is associated with multiple defects in skeletal muscle which contribute to insulin resistance and a reduction in fatty acid oxidation (FAO) in this tissue. These metabolic derangements are retained in human skeletal muscle cells raised in culture. Together, these findings are indicative of a dysfunctional global metabolic program with severe obesity which is of an epigenetic or genetic origin. Weight loss via gastric bypass surgery can “turn off” and/or correct components of this metabolic program as insulin sensitivity is restored; however, the impairment in FAO in skeletal muscle remains evident. Physical activity can improve FAO and insulin action, indicating that this patient population is not exercise resistant and that exercise offers a pathway to circumvent the abnormal program. Findings presented in this review will hopefully increase the understanding of and aid in preventing and/or treating the severely obese condition.

1. Introduction

Our research group has been studying the intricacies of skeletal muscle metabolism in severely obese patients (BMI ≥ 40 kg/m²) for more than 25 years. These studies were initially possible due to collaborating surgeons providing abdominal muscle (rectus abdominus) biopsies taken during gastric bypass surgery which were then utilized in a muscle strip preparation to study carbohydrate and lipid metabolism. These in vitro incubation studies were complimented with experiments using needle biopsies of a leg muscle (vastus lateralis). Because of the substantial amount of information that we have accumulated, it seemed appropriate to describe and summarize the metabolic profile of the skeletal muscle of these patients and the effects of gastric bypass surgery.

We recently began to examine the characteristics of skeletal muscle cell cultures derived from biopsies obtained from lean and severely obese donors. To our surprise, the metabolic profile of myotubes raised in culture from severely obese individuals displayed the same phenotype as the intact muscle from which they were taken. This finding suggests that the metabolic profile of skeletal muscle observed in severely obese individuals is not solely due to the in vivo environment of the patient, but rather to a constitutive “obesity metabolic program” that is either genetically or epigenetically determined. We believe this represents a paradigm shift in our thinking about metabolic regulation in obesity. This review will focus on our studies that support the concept of a metabolic program in the skeletal muscle of severely obese individuals. Alternative hypotheses on the relationships between lipid oxidation, insulin action,
and obesity can be examined in other papers on this topic [1–6].

2. The Metabolic Profile of the Skeletal Muscle of Severely Obese Individuals

2.1. Insulin Action. In the early 1980s we developed a human skeletal muscle strip preparation that was suitable for in vitro incubation experiments to study metabolism [7]. During elective abdominal surgery a biopsy of the rectus abdominus was clamped, excised, and “teased” into 12–20 muscle fiber strips. This preparation was exceptionally versatile as almost any radiolabeled substrate could be utilized in the incubation media to study metabolism and the effects of any hormone could be tested by incubation in its presence and absence.

The first published paper using this preparation [7] reported that glucose transport was stimulated approximately 2.5-fold by insulin in tissue from lean controls, but there was little or no stimulation of glucose transport in muscle from severely obese patients either with or without type 2 diabetes. We subsequently found that glucose transport in the muscle of severely obese patients, both diabetic and nondiabetic, was also resistant to the action of insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) [8]. Cumulative data from years of similar experiments indicated that for individuals with a BMI ≤ 20 kg/m² glucose transport was stimulated by approximately 3–4 fold, but there was a progressive decline in insulin responsiveness to a BMI of about 30 kg/m², after which there was virtually no insulin-induced stimulation [9].

Glucose transport was not the only parameter that demonstrated a reduced response to insulin. Insulin stimulation of glycogen formation, glucose oxidation, and nonoxidized glycolysis were all depressed in muscle of severely obese patients [10]. Interestingly, lactate release was not stimulated by insulin but basal (absence of insulin) lactate release was much higher in obese than nonobese controls suggesting a preferential utilization of carbohydrate rather than lipid as a fuel source.

To investigate the mechanism(s) of insulin resistance with severe obesity we addressed the question of whether a stimulus other than insulin could increase glucose transport in insulin-resistant muscle. In obese Zucker rats we demonstrated that muscle contraction stimulated glucose transport normally, even though there was severe insulin resistance [11]. We were not able to make the human muscle fiber strips contract but we did observe that hypoxia and vanadate, two stimuli that are believed to function through pathways also activated with muscle contraction, stimulated glucose transport normally in muscle strips from severely obese, insulin-resistant individuals [12, 13]. From these data we concluded that the mechanism for the translocation of the insulin-sensitive glucose transporter (GLUT4) was functional and the defect must be upstream and within the signaling pathway leading to insulin-mediated glucose transport. In support of this hypothesis, insulin stimulation of insulin receptor and IRS-1 tyrosine phosphorylation as well as activation of PI-3 kinase and Akt were all substantially reduced with severe obesity [14, 15]. The activities of protein-tyrosine phosphatases (PTPase 1B and LAR) [16], which would be predicted to impair insulin signal transduction, were also increased in muscle fiber strips of severely obese patients compared to nonobese controls. Partially purified insulin receptors from muscle of severely obese subjects displayed tyrosine kinase activity that was lower than in nonobese controls [17]. We believe this is a result of hyperphosphorylation of serine residues on the insulin receptor, as phosphatase treatment substantially increased tyrosine kinase activity in receptors from the muscle of severely obese subjects [18, 19]. IRS-1 from muscle of severely obese patients was also hyper-phosphorylated, especially on serine 312 [20]. These changes in serine phosphorylation were accompanied by increased kinase activities of PKC and IKK [19, 20]. The involvement of PKC was also implicated by the finding that insulin resistance could be induced by a phorbol ester and insulin sensitivity restored in obese muscle with a PKC inhibitor [21]. Based on these findings our hypothesis is that several kinases are activated in the muscle of severely obese individuals with subsequent serine phosphorylation of the insulin receptor and IRS-1. These modifications depress insulin signal transduction and stimulation of glucose transport, glycogen synthesis, glucose oxidation, and nonoxidized glycolysis.

2.2. Fat Metabolism. Skeletal muscle plays a critical role in controlling whole-body fatty acid oxidation (FAO) due to its mass and metabolic characteristics. At rest FAO is the predominant activity of skeletal muscle [22]; thus any factor which would elicit a decrement in FAO in skeletal muscle could be anticipated to lead to the preferential partitioning of ingested lipid towards ectopic fat accumulation. As an example of FAO influencing body composition, subsequent weight gain was associated with a lower whole-body FAO as determined with indirect calorimetry [23]. A reduction in the activity of an enzyme in skeletal muscle involved with lipid metabolism (β-HAD) was associated with a reduced ability for whole-body FAO, indicating the potentially important role of the characteristics of this tissue in controlling body mass [24].

To test the hypothesis that a reduction in FAO in skeletal muscle is evident with obesity, we incubated muscle strips from the rectus abdominus with 14C-labeled palmitate and measured the production of labeled CO₂ as the index of FAO [25]. To our surprise, FAO did not differ in the muscle of lean (BMI, 23.8 ± 0.6 kg/m²), and obese (30.2 ± 0.8 kg/m²) individuals but exhibited a significant reduction in the muscle of severely obese (BMI, 53.8 ± 0.4 kg/m²) subjects (~60% compared to lean controls) [25]. In a follow-up study, FAO was determined in needle biopsies from the vastus lateralis using a muscle homogenate preparation to measure labeled CO₂; FAO was reduced by ~60% compared to lean controls in individuals approximating severe obesity (BMI, 38.3 ± 3.1 kg/m²) [26]. In a subsequent experiment we confirmed this reduction in FAO and found that the proportion of lipid that remained in the acid-soluble fraction (acid soluble metabolites, ASM), which is an index of incomplete oxidation, was elevated with severe
obesity [27]. Together, these findings provide convincing evidence indicating a reduction in FAO in the skeletal muscle of severely obese individuals, as FAO was reduced in two separate muscle groups from different anatomical areas with markedly differing function and recruitment patterns (i.e., postural versus locomotion). This observation is critical as skeletal muscle is a heterogeneous tissue that can vary widely in respect to fiber composition, metabolic characteristics, and neural innervation.

Carnitine palmitoyltransferase (CPT-1) regulates the transport of long-chain fatty acids across the mitochondrial membranes and is thus a key regulatory step for the control of FAO. The incubation of needle biopsy samples (vastus lateralis) with several species of fatty acids was utilized to determine if metabolic steps at either the level of CPT-1 or downstream were impaired with severe obesity [26]. The oxidation of palmitoyl carnitine, which enters the mitochondria independently of CPT-1, was depressed indicating that post-CPT-1 mechanisms in either β-oxidation and/or the TCA Cycle contribute to the reduction in FAO with severe obesity. In support of this observation citrate synthase, a TCA cycle enzyme and general indicator of mitochondrial content, was depressed in both the vastus lateralis and rectus abdominus of severely obese subjects [26]. However, CPT-1 activity was also reduced with severe obesity indicating a defect at this level in addition to downstream alterations [26]. Proteome analyses revealed increases in glycolytic enzymes (adenylate kinase, GAPDH, aldolase A, and creatine kinase activity) which was hypothesized to reflect a metabolic drift towards glycolytic energy production with the decrease in FAO in skeletal muscle with severe obesity [28]. This observation is supported by the increased generation of lactate under resting conditions that we have observed in the muscle strips [10]. These findings provide evidence for a metabolic program in the skeletal muscle of severely obese individuals where multiple steps are affected in a manner reflecting a decrement in FAO.

The observation of a reduction in FAO with severe obesity could also be attributed to a reduction in substrate availability, that is reduced fatty acid transport into the muscle of severely obese patients. However, long-chain fatty acid transport rates into giant sarcolemmal vesicles from the muscle of obese individuals were upregulated by ~4-fold compared to lean controls; this elevation in fatty acid transport with obesity was associated with an increased presence of the fatty acid transporter FAT/CD36 at the sarcolemma and an increase in intramuscular triglycerol content [29]. Our group has also reported increased intramuscular lipid content with severe obesity which was associated with a preferential partitioning of lipid towards storage rather than oxidation [30]. Such a scenario is metabolically disadvantageous as intramuscular lipid accumulation can be linked with insulin resistance [31]. In addition, intramuscular lipid comprises a relatively small reservoir for whole-body lipid storage as only 1–3% of total muscle area is occupied by lipid droplets [32, 33]. The reduction in FAO could potentially result in an overall partitioning of lipid away from anabolic/catabolic processes in skeletal muscle and towards deposition in adipose tissue which may explain the observation of weight gain in individuals with a depressed whole-body FAO [23].

We have also reported that the skeletal muscle of severely obese individuals, both diabetic and nondiabetic, is comprised of a lower relative percentage of type I muscle fibers (myosin ATPase staining) compared to lean controls [34, 35]. Type I, sometimes known as red, muscle fibers are characterized as being insulin-sensitive and geared towards oxidative metabolism compared to type II (white) muscle fibers; in support, insulin action in rectus abdominis strips was positively related to the relative percentage of type I muscle fibers [34]. This predominance of type II fibers with severe obesity is again suggestive of a general phenotype in the muscle of these patients which favors a low capacity for lipid oxidation and insulin resistance. However, we have observed that muscle fiber type is not altered in severely obese subjects in response to an intervention which improves insulin action such as gastric bypass/weight loss [20, 36, 37]. Such data indicates that contractile (i.e, fiber type) and metabolic characteristics may not always be congruent.

3. Metabolism in Cultured Myotubes from Severely Obese Individuals Is Similar to that in Intact Muscle

Following procedures originally described by Henry et al. [38] we developed methods for culturing cells from human muscle biopsy samples. Briefly, nascent satellite cells are released by trypsin treatment from the muscle and transferred to collagen-coated flasks which provide a matrix for subsequent attachment and proliferation into myoblasts [39]. Proliferation of the myoblasts continues in a serum-rich media in an incubated environment until confluence is obtained, which typically requires 4–6 weeks. Although metabolic studies can be performed in myoblasts, we have elected to examine myotubes as they more closely resemble mature skeletal muscle and express many of the genes that are characteristic of skeletal muscle in vivo [40]. In our experiments the metabolic characteristics of the myotubes are typically studied after 5–8 days of differentiation.

Human skeletal muscle cells (HSkMC) raised in culture offer a unique system for studying metabolism in relation to health and disease. The influence of potential acute adaptive factors such as neural input, hormonal concentrations, and physical activity level on metabolic characteristics in HSkMC are essentially removed due to the length and nature of the proliferation and differentiation phases [38, 41, 42]. Thus, it is believed that characteristics exhibited in HSkMC primarily reflect genetic or epigenetic traits. In addition, the experimental manipulations permitted in cell culture far exceed those possible in vivo. Our findings of remarkably similar metabolic characteristics between HSkMC and skeletal muscle examined in vivo or in vitro from severely obese donors offers an experimental system enabling a more in-depth study of potential mechanisms explaining the obesity-related phenotype.
3.1. Insulin Action. Henry et al. [38] were the first to report that HSkMC from patients with type 2 diabetes retained the insulin resistance exhibited in intact muscle. We extended this finding to obesity by demonstrating that insulin stimulation of IRS-1 tyrosine phosphorylation and Akt phosphorylation was significantly blunted in HSkMC from severely obese patients [43, 44]. In addition, serine 312 of IRS-1 was significantly more phosphorylated in myotubes from severely obese patients than lean controls. Figure 1 shows the comparison of our published data using the muscle strip preparation and HSkMC from lean and severely obese subjects. The degree of stimulation of IRS-1 tyrosine by insulin was approximately 60% in the severely obese muscle compared to lean controls and was essentially reproduced in HSkMC. The degree of blunting of Akt activation and serine 312 IRS-1 phosphorylation were even greater in HSkMC than observed in intact muscle (Figure 1). These data suggest that there are constitutive changes in insulin signaling in the skeletal muscle of severely obese patients that are retained in human skeletal muscle cells raised in culture.

3.2. Fat Metabolism. As already presented in this review, FAO in the skeletal muscle of severely obese individuals is consistently reduced, which likely contributes to the preferential partitioning of lipid towards storage. As presented in Figure 1, the relative magnitude of the reduction in complete (labeled CO₂ production) and increase in incomplete (ASM/CO₂) FAO are virtually identical in HSkMC compared to intact muscle strips or muscle homogenates [27, 30, 43, 45]. This reduction in FAO does not appear to be due to a reduction in fatty acid uptake as we have reported elevated fatty acid transport into HSkMC from severely obese individuals [43]. Indices of lipid partitioning towards storage are also similar and may even be slightly elevated in HSkMC [27, 30, 43, 45]. These findings indicate that the metabolic signature evident in the skeletal muscle of severely obese individuals in relation to lipid metabolism is essentially retained in HSkMC (Figure 1) and perhaps of a genetic or epigenetic origin.

Gene array and subsequent PCR analyses indicated a 2-fold elevation in stearoyl-CoA desaturase-1 (SCD-1) mRNA in skeletal muscle biopsies from severely obese individuals; this difference was retained in HSkMC [30]. SCD-1 is a lipogenic enzyme which preferentially directs palmitoyl-CoA (C16:0) and stearoyl-CoA (C18:0) towards the synthesis of triacylglycerol, phospholipid, and cholesterol esters within the cell. In knockout mouse models, the absence of SCD-1 protected the animals against both diet-induced and genetic forms of obesity [46]; based on these findings, the increased SCD-1 evident with severe obesity would be anticipated to favor the development of obesity-related conditions. This causal relationship was substantiated when SCD-1 was overexpressed in HSkMC from lean subjects and a reduction in FAO along with increased lipid storage was observed; these alterations resulted in a marked shift of lipid partitioning towards storage and away from oxidation [30]. The fact that both FAO and lipid storages were altered with overexpression suggests that SCD-1 may impart a multitiered level of control by altering the intracellular content of lipid ligands which can function as signaling molecules for gene transcription.

A reduction in mitochondrial content may also contribute to the decrease in FAO evident with severe obesity. In HSkMC, Consitt et al. [45] reported a reduction in FAO, increase in incomplete FAO, increased incorporation into TAG and diacylglycerol (DAG) pools, and an overall preferential partitioning of lipid towards storage rather than oxidation in severely obese subjects. Mitochondrial content, as determined by mitochondrial DNA copy number (mtDNA) and COXIV protein content, was also significantly reduced in the cultures derived from the severely obese donors; however, after correction for mitochondrial content (i.e., FAO/mtDNA; FAO/COXIV) FAO was equivalent in lean and obese subjects. These findings suggest that the mitochondria of severely obese individuals function normally in respect to lipid oxidation and that the overall reduction in FAO can be attributed to a lower mitochondrial content [45]. Overexpression of PGC-1α, a transcriptional coactivator that stimulates mitochondrial biogenesis, increased mitochondrial content and FAO in HSkMC from severely obese individuals [45]. However, FAO remained depressed compared to lean controls, which suggests that the severely obese state limits both mitochondrial biogenesis and oxidative capacity via mechanisms that are independent of PGC-1α abundance. Together, these data obtained in HSkMC [30, 45] demonstrate that lipid oxidation is inherently reduced in the skeletal muscle of severely obese individuals due to decrements in multiple steps of lipid metabolism. We have also observed that HSkMC from severely obese subjects secretes myostatin, a myokine which inhibits protein synthesis, at a high rate; the impact of this alteration on energy metabolism is not yet, however, evident [47].

4. The Effect of Lipid Exposure on Metabolic Programs in Severely Obese Individuals

4.1. Insulin Action. It is well established that a high-fat diet causes insulin resistance in skeletal muscle. Because fatty acids are potent metabolic regulators as well as substrates, we investigated the effects of incubating HSkMC from lean and severely obese subjects in fatty acids for 12 to 48 hours. Consistent with our hypothesis, fatty acids caused insulin resistance in HSkMC from lean controls. Fatty acid exposure decreased values for IRS-1 serine 312 phosphorylation as well as insulin stimulation of IRS-1 and Akt in cells from lean controls to values approximating those in myotubes from severely obese subjects (Figure 2). Since cells from severely obese subjects were already insulin resistant there was no further effect of fatty acid incubation.

Activation of AMP kinase (AMPK) is known to reverse insulin resistance in many animal models and metformin may increase insulin sensitivity in humans through this mechanism. Therefore, we tested whether activation of AMPK could reverse insulin resistance in HSkMC from severely obese individuals. AICAR (an activator of AMPK)
Figure 1: Comparison of insulin signal transduction and fatty acid oxidation in intact skeletal muscle and human skeletal muscle cells raised in culture (HSkMC) from lean and severely obese donors. Data in the graphs were calculated from mean values in the cited papers and nonobese control values used as 100%. (a) Insulin-stimulated tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS-1 (Phos-IRS-1) [14, 43, 44]. (b) Insulin-stimulated Akt phosphorylation (Phos-Akt) [15, 43, 44]. (c) IRS-1 serine 312 phosphorylation (S312-IRS-1) [20, 43, 44]. (d) Complete fatty acid oxidation as determined from labeled CO₂ production from ¹⁴C labeled palmitate (CO₂) [25, 27, 43, 45]. (e) Incomplete fatty acid oxidation from calculating the ¹⁴C from labeled palmitate remaining in the acid soluble metabolite fraction divided by labeled CO₂ production (ASM/CO₂) [27, 43, 45]. (f) Partitioning between lipid synthesis and fatty acid oxidation (synthesis/CO₂) [25, 30, 43, 45].
Figure 2: Comparison of insulin signal transduction and fatty acid metabolism in human cultured skeletal muscle cells (HSkMC) from lean and severely obese individuals that were incubated in the presence or absence of free fatty acids for 16 hours. The values shown in the graphs were calculated from mean values in published papers. The values for muscle cells from lean individuals in the absence of fatty acids were used as 100%.

(a) Insulin stimulated tyrosine phosphorylation of IRS-1 (Phos-IRS-1) [44].
(b) Insulin stimulated Akt phosphorylation (Phos-Akt) [44].
(c) IRS-1 serine 312 phosphorylation (S312-IRS-1) [44].
(d) Complete fatty acid oxidation as determined from labeled CO$_2$ production from $^{14}$C labeled palmitate (CO$_2$) [43, 45].
(e) Incomplete fatty acid oxidation from calculating the $^{14}$C from labeled palmitate remaining in the acid soluble metabolite fraction divided by labeled CO$_2$ production (ASM/CO$_2$) [43, 45].
(f) Partitioning between lipid synthesis and fatty acid oxidation (synthesis/CO$_2$) [25, 30, 43, 45].
incubation rescued insulin signal transduction in HSkMC from severely obese subjects or cells from lean controls treated with fatty acids [44]. These results suggest that treatment of insulin-sensitive skeletal muscle with fatty acids induces insulin resistance to a degree equivalent to HSkMC from severely obese subjects. Likewise, insulin resistance caused by either fatty acid treatment or severe obesity can be reversed through the activation of AMPK.

4.2. Fat Metabolism. Consumption of a high fat diet is also known to alter lipid metabolism; we therefore hypothesized that treating muscle cells with fatty acids would affect the oxidation and storage of fatty acids. HSkMC from lean and severely obese subjects were treated with fatty acids for 12 to 48 hours and then studied. Consistent with earlier published results [30, 45] we again observed that FAO was initially depressed and fatty acid storage enhanced in HSkMC from severely obese individuals [43]. Interestingly, treatment of HSkMC from lean subjects with fatty acids for 48 hours elicited an elevation in incomplete FAO and increased lipid storage to the point that the phenotype of the lean cells approximated that seen in severely obese individuals. These results led us to the hypothesis that there is a constitutive metabolic program in the skeletal muscle of severely obese patients that can be induced in cells of lean individuals by treatment with fatty acids.

The evidence indicating a relatively global dysfunction in lipid metabolism with severe obesity [25, 26, 43] prompted an investigation of gene regulation in the skeletal muscle of severely obese subjects. In lean individuals we observed that a 5-day high-fat diet (HFD) (65% of total energy from fat) increased the expression of genes which would enhance FAO in skeletal muscle such as PDK4, PPARα, and PGC-1α [48]. This finding is congruent with other data indicating an elevation in FAO as an adaptive response in lean subjects to additional dietary lipid [49, 50]. However, we observed no increases in these genes with the HFD in the muscle of severely obese subjects [48] which is in agreement with the lack of a response to fatty acid incubation in HSkMC [43]. These findings indicate a relatively global dysregulation at the level of gene expression which may be involved with the impaired FAO evident in skeletal muscle with severe obesity.

If our obesity metabolic program hypothesis is correct, a related question is whether the program can be “turned off” and metabolism returned to values similar to lean individuals. Two interventions that were available for us to test this question were weight loss induced by gastric bypass surgery and physical activity.

5. The Metabolic Program in Skeletal Muscle with Severe Obesity Can Be Partially Reversed by Gastric Bypass Surgery

5.1. Insulin Action. To test whether weight loss after gastric bypass could reverse the insulin resistance of severe obesity we studied a group of women who lost approximately 50 kg after surgery and were weight stable for at least 3 months (surgery/weight loss group) [20]. Despite weight loss the subjects still had a BMI of approximately 30 kg/m² and were classified as obese. Data from the surgery/weight loss group was compared to (1) severely obese women (2) weight- and age-matched women who were never severely obese, and (3) age-matched, but lean (BMI < 25 kg/m²) women. As expected, a whole-body insulin sensitivity index (SI) determined from a frequently sampled intravenous glucose tolerance test demonstrated dramatic insulin resistance in the severely obese compared to the other groups [20]. Interestingly, SI of the surgery/weight loss group was not different than the lean group and was higher than in the weight-matched women. Comparisons of insulin-mediated glucose transport in vitro in muscle fiber strips obtained during surgery generally matched the differences seen in whole body insulin action (Si) [20]. Likewise, muscle IRS1 serine 312 phosphorylation in the surgery/weight loss group matched that of the lean group and was significantly lower than that of the severely obese or the weight-matched groups [20]. Thus, the weight loss induced by gastric bypass not only reverses insulin resistance, but actually improves insulin sensitivity to a degree that is superior to that seen in weight-matched controls. This improvement in insulin action cannot be attributed to increased physical activity after gastric bypass which is equivalent between previously severely obese surgery patients and weight-matched sedentary controls [51].

Prospective studies have confirmed that gastric bypass surgery dramatically enhances insulin action in severely obese patients [36, 37, 52]. In these experiments, we obtain measurements at approximately one year after surgery, as patients are weight stable by the time [53]; data are thus not confounded by responses evident with negative energy balance. In terms of possible mechanisms explaining this improvement, we observed that there was no change in the concentration of the insulin-sensitive glucose transporter (GLUT4) [52]. Insulin receptor concentration, however, doubled with weight loss which may contribute to the improvement in insulin action seen with the intervention [54]. Gene array and RT-PCR analyses indicated that growth factor receptor-bound protein 14, glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, and myostatin were elevated with severe obesity but significantly reduced with weight loss [55]. Pathway analyses indicated the involvement of these and other genes in weight-loss responsive networks which would be expected to improve insulin signaling, decrease triglyceride synthesis, and increase muscle mass with gastric bypass/weight loss [55]. However, the predominance of insulin-resistant, glycolytic muscle fibers evident with severe obesity [35] was not altered with gastric bypass surgery/weight loss [36], although a higher initial percentage of type 1 fibers was associated with increased weight loss [35]. In contrast, intramuscular TAG and long-chain fatty acyl-CoA concentrations (palmityl, stearate, and linoleate CoA) were dramatically reduced with gastric bypass/weight loss [36, 37]. This reduction in intramuscular lipid content could contribute to the improvement in insulin action seen with gastric bypass surgery as intracellular lipids can induce insulin resistance [44].
5.2. Fat Metabolism. An impaired capacity for FAO has been linked with insulin resistance through the accumulation of lipid-related metabolites which impede insulin signal transduction or other mechanisms [56]. Conversely, a high capacity for FAO in skeletal muscle has been positively associated with insulin sensitivity independent of intramuscular lipid content [57]. An increase in FAO in skeletal muscle with gastric bypass/weight loss could thus explain both the improvement in insulin action and reduction in intracellular lipid content evident at one year after the intervention [36, 37, 52]. However, our studies indicate that the depressed FAO evident with severe obesity is not altered with gastric bypass surgery/weight loss.

Using needle biopsies from the vastus lateralis Berggren et al. [27] compared FAO in severely obese women after gastric bypass surgery/weight loss to (1) lean controls and (2) severely obese individuals. FAO was virtually equivalent in the muscle from the gastric bypass surgery/weight loss and severely obese groups and depressed compared to the lean women. Incomplete lipid oxidation (ASM/CO₂) was also elevated compared to lean controls in both the gastric bypass/weight loss and severely obese groups. With a prospective study design, we again observed no effect of gastric bypass surgery/weight loss on complete and incomplete FAO in the skeletal muscle of women who lost 55 kg to achieve a mean BMI of 30.5 ± 2.3 kg/m² [27]. These findings in skeletal muscle were supported by studies that utilized whole-body indices of FAO. Infusion of labeled tracers (13C palmitate and 14C acetate) indicated that FAO remained equivalent in gastric bypass surgery/weight loss and severely obese women and depressed compared to lean controls [58]. A comparison of fat utilization during submaximal exercise (indirect calorimetry) also indicated that whole-body lipid oxidation was depressed in women who had lost weight via gastric bypass surgery compared to weight-matched controls [51].

In summary, insulin action is improved with gastric bypass surgery/weight loss to the extent that previously severely obese subjects are even more insulin sensitive than weight-matched controls. Gastric bypass surgery/weight loss does not, however, rescue the reduction in FAO in skeletal muscle evident with severe obesity. If an impaired FAO is linked with weight gain [23], the inability to alter FAO with weight loss intervention may explain why some individuals are predisposed to severe obesity and weight regain after dietary-induced weight loss. The mechanical limitations imposed on energy intake by the gastric bypass procedure may be the only practical and effective intervention to insure long-term weight loss in this patient population. The data gathered from our work also suggests that the optimal treatment strategy for the metabolic aberrations evident with severe obesity would consist of weight loss coupled with an intervention that would increase FAO in skeletal muscle.

6. The Obesity Metabolic Program Can Be Reversed by Exercise

6.1. Insulin Action and Fat Metabolism. The effects of exercise training on skeletal muscle are well documented and include improving insulin action and increasing FAO. It thus seems intuitive that exercise would be effective in alleviating the insulin resistance and reduction in FAO in skeletal muscle evident with severe obesity. However, there are reports of an “exercise resistance” in obese/diabetic patients in terms of eliciting mitochondrial biogenesis [59, 60] which could also be evident in severely obese individuals as both populations share the common traits of insulin resistance and a reduction in FAO [56]. In relation to insulin action, we examined the effects of 7 consecutive days of exercise (60 min/day, ∼65% VO₂ peak) on severely obese men [61]. This relatively acute training prescription was utilized as body mass is not altered; thus any changes can be primarily attributed to the effects of contractile activity alone. Exercise training reduced fasting and two-hour insulin concentrations and also reduced the insulin area under the curve during an oral glucose tolerance test, indicating improved insulin action.

A similar acute training prescription (10 consecutive days, 60 min/day, ∼70% VO₂ Peak) was utilized to determine the impact of physical activity on FAO [27]. Three groups of subjects were examined: (1) lean (BMI < 25 kg/m²); (2) obese but not severely obese and (3) previously severely obese subjects who had lost weight through gastric bypass surgery. Complete FAO (labeled CO₂) in skeletal muscle biopsies was initially reduced and incomplete FAO (ASM/CO₂) elevated in the gastric bypass/weight loss compared to the lean and obese groups. Exercise training increased complete FAO by ~2-fold in the lean and obese groups and, despite the initial decrement, also increased FAO in the gastric bypass/weight loss group to the degree that it did not differ between the lean, obese, and weight loss groups after the intervention. Incomplete oxidation was also normalized after exercise training in the skeletal muscle of the gastric bypass/weight loss group [27]. No differences in the responses of PDK4, CPT-1, and PGC-1α mRNA to training were evident between the groups. These findings [27, 61] indicate that exercise training can be used to alleviate the phenotype/metabolic program of insulin resistance and reduced FAO evident with severe obesity, although the cellular mechanism(s) remain to be defined.

7. Conclusions

Severe obesity (BMI ≥ 40 kg/m²) is associated with insulin resistance in skeletal muscle due to impairments in multiple steps of the insulin signaling pathway. Increased intramuscular lipid content and a reduction in FAO, both conditions linked with insulin resistance, are also evident in the skeletal muscle of severely obese individuals. The deficit in FAO in skeletal muscle with severe obesity may also help explain a propensity towards the development of obesity/severe obesity and weight gain in these individuals as lipid is partitioned towards storage rather than oxidation.

The impaired insulin signal transduction and depressed FAO from intact skeletal muscle remained apparent in human skeletal muscle cells (HskMCs) raised in culture from severely obese donors. It is believed that characteristics exhibited in HskMCs primarily reflect genetic or epigenetic traits. These data have led us to believe that the skeletal
muscle of severely obese individuals displays a global metabolic program which results in insulin resistance and impaired FAO. We believe this concept represents a paradigm shift in our concepts about metabolic regulation in obesity.

This metabolic program can be induced with fatty acid exposure in HSkMC. In contrast, weight loss via shift in our concepts about metabolic regulation in obesity. impaired FAO. We believe this concept represents a paradigm muscle of severely obese individuals displays a global intervention. However, gastric bypass/weight loss does not rescue the decrement in FAO in skeletal muscle evident with severe obesity. This consistent retention of a reduced intervention. Physical activity can improve FAO and insulin action in severely obese individuals, indicating that this patient population is not “exercise resistant”; physical activity should thus be considered as an adjunct to weight loss intervention. In conclusion, it is hoped that the research summarized in this review can aid in preventing and/or treating the severely obese condition.
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